YELARBON STATE SCHOOL
POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR SYSTEM
‘Shoot for the Moon’

Yelarbon State School’s school wide expectations are:

We are safe – We are respectful – We are learners - We are a team
WE CAN DO IT!

These expectations are supported by our ‘You Can Do It!’ culture and the Rocket Ship Behaviour Chart is symbolic of the positive ‘shoot for the moon’ ethos we promote throughout the school.

- All teachers are expected to explicitly teach these expectations and the appropriate behaviours.
- What we expect = What we get
- The ‘Shoot for the Moon’ Rocket Ship Behaviour Chart is used in ALL classrooms.
- Each day, students start at READY TO LEARN. If the student makes good choices he/she moves up. If not, he/she moves down.
- Teachers are to keep a record of what level students are on at the end of each day.
- Positive behaviour is to be further rewarded and celebrated.
- Further support and intervention strategies are to be considered where patterns of misbehaviour are identified.
- Teachers may choose to record a ‘Positive Behaviour’ on OneSchool when students are placed on SUPER STAR.
- Teachers must record an ‘Incident’ on OneSchool when students are placed on TIME AWAY.

(More information is available on the YSS ‘Shoot for the Moon’ Positive Behaviour document)